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ABSTRACT
We present the discovery of two galaxy overdensities in the Hubble Space Telescope UDF:
a proto–cluster, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 at z = 1.84 ± 0.01, and a group, HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 at
z = 1.90± 0.01. Assuming viralization, the velocity dispersion of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 implies a
mass of M200 = (2.2±1.8)×1014M, consistent with the lack of extended X–ray emission. Neither
overdensity shows evidence of a red sequence. About 50% of their members show interactions
and/or disturbed morphologies, which are signatures of merger remnants or disk instability. Most
of their ETGs have blue colors and show recent star–formation. These observations reveal for the
first time large fractions of spectroscopically confirmed star–forming blue ETGs in proto–clusters
at z ≈ 2. These star–forming ETGs are most likely among the progenitors of the quiescent
population in clusters at more recent epochs. Their mass–size relation is consistent with that of
passive ETGs in clusters at z ∼ 0.7 − 1.5. If these galaxies are the progenitors of cluster ETGs
at these lower redshifts, their size would evolve according to a similar mass–size relation. It is
noteworthy that quiescent ETGs in clusters at z = 1.8− 2 also do not show any significant size
evolution over this redshift range, contrary to field ETGs. The ETG fraction is . 50%, compared
to the typical quiescent ETG fraction of ≈ 80% in cluster cores at z < 1. The fraction, masses,
and colors of the newly discovered ETGs imply that other cluster ETGs will be formed/accreted
at a later time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters are the largest structures ob-
served in the Universe. Their distribution and
(baryonic and dark) matter content constrain the
cosmological model, and the study of their galaxy
properties reveals the influence of dense environ-
ments on galaxy evolution.
Galaxies in clusters typically show a predom-
inant early–type population and a red sequence
(old stellar population) up to redshift z≈ 1.5 − 2
(e.g., Kodama et al. 2007; Mei et al. 2009; An-
dreon & Huertas–Company 2011; Papovich et al.
2010; Snyder et al. 2012; Stanford et al. 2012;
Zeimann et al. 2012; Gobat et al. 2013; Muzzin
et al. 2013; Mantz et al. 2014). Most of the
clusters observed in the local Universe have as-
sembled their current early–type galaxy popula-
tion at those redshifts (e.g., Cohn & White 2005;
Li et al. 2007; Chiang et al. 2013). The red-
shift range around z ≈ 1.5 − 2, however, has re-
mained largely unexplored until recently. The rea-
son is that surveys based on cluster X–ray emission
or the Sunyaev Zel’dovich effect (SZ) lack depth
and/or area to reach detections of typical clusters
at these redshifts, and ground–based optical spec-
troscopy would require excessive exposure times
to confirm them spectroscopically when detected
in the infrared/far–infrared bandpasses.
In the past five years, cluster samples at z > 1.5
have been significantly enlarged by the advent of
deep and large enough surveys in the infrared and
mid-infrared, such as GOODS-MUSIC (Castel-
lano et al. 2007), the IRAC Distant Cluster Sur-
vey (IDCS; Eisenhardt et al. 2008; Stanford et
al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012), the Spitzer Deep,
Wide-Field Survey (SDWFS; Ashby et al. 2009),
the Spitzer SPT Deep Field (SSDF; Ashby et
al. 2013a), the Spitzer Adaptation of the Red-
sequence Cluster Survey (SpARCS; Muzzin et al.
2013), Spitzer Wide-Area Infrared Extragalactic
(SWIRE; Papovich et al. 2010), and the Clus-
ters Around Radio-Loud AGN program (CARLA;
Galametz et al. 2012; Wylezalek et al. 2013).
Other cluster candidates have been identified
around low luminosity radio sources (Chiaberge
et al. 2010). Spectroscopic capability to con-
firm redshifts has been enhanced by optical and
(MPE), Postfach 1312, 85741 Garching, Germany
infrared grism spectroscopy with the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST), and infrared ground–based multi–object
spectroscopy with the VLT/KMOS (Sharples et
al. 2006), the Keck MOSFIRE (McLean et al.
2010; 2012) and the SUBARU MOIRCS (Ichikawa
et al. 2006) instruments.
Until now, most clusters detected at z > 1.5
have been identified as overdensities of red galax-
ies (e.g., Gladders & Yee 2000), then confirmed by
the spectroscopic follow–up of at least five mem-
bers within 2 Mpc (e.g., Castellano et al. 2007,
2011; Kurk et al. 2009; Papovich et al. 2010;
Tanaka et al. 2010; Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann
et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013), and/or by their
X–ray emission (Andreon et al. 2009, 2011; Gobat
et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2011). Four clusters have
been spectroscopically confirmed at z∼ 1.8 − 2:
JKCS 041 (Andreon et al. 2009; Newman et al.
2013), IDCS J1426+3508 (Stanford et al. 2012),
IDCS J1433.2+3306 (Zeimann et al. 2012), and
CL J1449+085 (Gobat et al. 2011; 2013). For
all of the clusters with z > 1.8, spectroscopic
redshifts have been obtained with grism spec-
troscopy from HST/WFC3, after ground–based
optical spectroscopy failed to obtain enough sig-
nal. These systems show large fractions (≈ 50%)
of star–forming galaxies, indicating that most of
the quenching of star formation observed at lower
redshift had not yet occurred (Tran et al. 2010;
Fassbender et al. 2011; Hayashi et al. 2011;
Tadaki et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Brod-
win et al. 2013). Recent observations at these
redshifts also suggest that the specific star forma-
tion of galaxies in dense regions becomes higher
than that in the field, although not all results
are consistent with the supposed reversal of the
star-formation density relation (Elbaz et al. 2007;
Cooper et al. 2008; Gru¨tzbauch et al. 2011; Hatch
et al. 2011; Popesso et al. 2012; Andreon 2013;
Gobat et al. 2013; Koyama et al. 2013; Strazzullo
et al. 2013; Santos et al. 2014; Scoville et al. 2013;
Tanaka et al. 2013; Ziparo et al. 2013).
Current X–ray and SZ observations probe clus-
ter virialization through the detection of the hot
gas in the gravitational potential well, down to
cluster masses of ≈ 1014M and up to redshift of
z ≈ 1. At higher redshifts, only the extreme end of
the cluster mass function can be detected by cur-
rent instruments. A few objects at 1.5 < z < 2
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correspond to significant X–ray detections and
were identified as already virialized (Andreon et
al. 2009; Gobat et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2011;
Stanford et al. 2012; Mantz et al. 2014). Two of
them also show a significant SZ signal (Brodwin et
al. 2012; Mantz et al. 2014). Their cluster masses
cover the range of M200 ≈ (0.5−4)×1014M. The
other detections (e.g., less massive objects) can
only currently be identified as significant (passive
or active) galaxy overdensities, without confirma-
tion of virialization by the detection of hot gas.
Depending on the presence, or not, of the red se-
quence and their richness, these objects have been
identified as clusters or proto–clusters (e.g., Pen-
tericci et al. 2000; Miley et al. 2004, 2006; Vene-
mans 2007; Kuiper et al. 2010; Hatch et al. 2011).
In this paper, we will use the term proto–cluster
to mean a cluster in formation, in agreement with
this literature. In our definition, a cluster in for-
mation, or proto–cluster, is either (1) a cluster
that has not yet formed a red sequence, and, as a
consequence, is detected as an overdensity of star–
forming galaxies, or (2) a cluster that has not yet
assembled and whose galaxies are distributed in
groups that eventually will collapse to form a clus-
ter (e.g. Chiang et al. 2013). Depending on the
object richness/mass a galaxy overdensity is de-
fined as group or cluster. Numerical simulations
show that 90% of dark matter halos with masses
of M200 ≥ 1014M are a very regular virialized
population up to a redshift of z ∼ 1.5 (Evrard et
al. 2008), and many works define as galaxy over-
densities that have at least this mass as clusters.
However, some other works define groups up to
M ≤ few 1014M (e.g. Yang et al. 2007), and
the definition of galaxy overdensities as a group or
a cluster varies in the literature.
In this work, we will use the definition of clus-
ters as overdensities with a mass of M ≥ 5 ×
1013M, because in previous studies of clusters
at z > 1.5 objects in this mass range have been
defined as clusters in formation, or proto–clusters
(e.g. Papovich et al. 2010). In fact, halos of this
mass range at z ∼ 1.5 will be most probably ac-
creted in clusters with masses of M > 1014M at
z < 0.5 (e.g. Chiang et al. 2013; Cautun et al.
2014).
Concerning the build–up of their early–type
population, various studies have focused on the
evolution of galaxies in clusters/dense environ-
ments from z ≈ 2 to the present, and compared
it to the field (Rettura et al. 2010; Cooper et al.
2012; Mei et al. 2012; Papovich et al. 2012; Rai-
choor et al. 2012; Bassett et al. 2013; Huertas–
Company et al. 2013ab; Lani et al. 2013; Newman
et al. 2013; Poggianti et al. 2013; Shankar et al.
2013; Strazzullo et al. 2013; Vulcani et al. 2013;
Delaye et al. 2014; Shankar et al. 2014). These
results indicate that the median/average passive
ETG sizes in clusters are larger (within ∼ 2σ), and
the analysis of the population with larger sizes sug-
gests a different morphological type (E, S0) frac-
tions and/or recently quenched faint galaxies.
In this paper, we present the discovery of two
galaxy overdensities at redshift of z = 1.84 and
z = 1.9 in the HST Ultra–Deep Field (HUDF;
Beckwith et al. 2006) with observations from
the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extra-
galactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS; PI: S. Faber,
H. Ferguson; Koekemoer et al. 2011; Grogin et
al. 2011), and the 3D HST survey (PI: P. van
Dokkum; van Dokkum et al. 2013; Brammer et
al. 2012). In Sec. 2, we present the observations.
In Sec. 3 we describe our spectroscopic sample se-
lection. In Sec. 4 we present the newly discovered
overdensities and estimate one structure’s mass.
In Sec. 5, we study the stellar population and
structural properties of their galaxies. In Sec. 6
we conclude and in Sec. 7 we summarize our re-
sults.
We adopt a ΛCDM cosmology, with Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, and h = 0.72. All magnitudes are given
in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983; Sirianni et
al. 2005). Stellar masses are estimated with a
Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003).
2. OBSERVATIONS
The Hubble Ultra-Deep Field (HUDF; Beck-
with et al. 2006) is a 200′′× 200′′ area with
the deepest HST observations in multiple wave-
lengths. HUDF has been observed by several pro-
grams since the first HST Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) data release in 2004, including deep
WFC3 images as part of the HUDF09 program
(PI: G. Illingworth; Bouwens et al. 2011), CAN-
DELS, 3D-HST and HUDF12 (PI: R. Ellis; Ellis
et al. 2013; Koekemoer et al 2013). CANDELS is
a 902-orbit Multi-Cycle Treasury survey with the
HST, completed in Cycle 20. The main instrument
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used by the survey is WFC3, with 3, 4 and 6 or-
bit exposures in imaging with the WFC3/F105W
(Y105), F125W (J125), and F160W (H160) filter,
respectively, and grism spectroscopy in the in-
frared (WFC3/IR) channel. Parallel observations
were undertaken with the ACS. A combination of
all the HUDF observations with ACS and WFC3
has been recently released by the eXtreme Deep
Field (XDF) program (Illingworth et al. 2013).
We will use the combined XDF images for the
galaxy structural properties analysis, in particu-
lar imaging with ACS/WFC (Wide Field Camera)
F775W, F814W and F850LP (i775, I814, z850, re-
spectively), for a total exposure time of 377.8 ks,
50.8 ks and 421.6 ks, respectively, and WFC3/IR
J125 and H160 for a total exposure time of 112.5 ks
and 236.1 ks, respectively. The ACS WFC resolu-
tion (pixel size) is 0.05′′/pixel, and its field of view
is 202′′x 202′′. WFC3/IR has a 136′′x 123′′ field of
view, with a spatial resolution of 0.13′′/pixel. The
images have been drizzled and registered to obtain
ACS and WFC3 mosaic images with the same res-
olution of 0.06′′. The image reduction is described
in detail in Illingworth et al. (2013). We have
verified that our results do not change when using
the HUDF12 release (Koekemoer et al. 2013).
For the spectroscopy, the HUDF has been ob-
served by two HST Treasury programs with spec-
troscopic observations: the CANDELS and the
3D-HST program. The 3D-HST program, com-
pleted in Cycle 19, obtained deep spectroscopy
of the HUDF with the WFC3/IR G141 grism.
The grism spectroscopy from these two programs
was recently released as combined reduced spec-
tra that include 8 orbits of 3D-HST and 9 orbits
of CANDELS supernova follow-up observations,
for a total of 17 orbits of observations (Bram-
mer et al. 2012). The WFC3/IR G141 grism has
an efficiency larger than 30% in the wavelength
range 1.1 < λ < 1.65µm, a spatial resolution
of 0.13′′/pixel and a dispersion of 46.5A˚/pixel.
Typical uncertainties are 5A˚ for the zero point
and 0.04A˚ for the dispersion (Kuntschner et al.
2010). The spectra were extracted by indepen-
dent software developed by the 3D-HST collabo-
ration, as described in Brammer et al. (2012),
and redshifts have been estimated using both
grism spectroscopy and broadband photometry
for a combined spectro-photometric estimate. For
the entire spectroscopic catalog, spectral features
used to estimate redshifts include rest–frame Hα,
[O II]λ3727, [O III]λ5007 emission lines, and the
Balmer 4000A˚ break. The 3D-HST spectroscopy
covers an area of ∼ 140′′ × 140′′ in the HUDF.
Near ultra–violet images (NUV) of the HUDF
were obtained in a Hubble Space Telescope trea-
sury program (hereafter UVUDF; Teplitz et al.
2013) using the WFC3/UVIS detector. This
project obtained deep images of the HUDF in the
F225W, F275W, and F336W filters. Data were
obtained in two observing modes (as described in
Teplitz et al. 2013), with∼ 15 orbits of integration
per filter in each mode. For the current analysis,
we use the half of the data that were obtained
with the post-flash (the UVIS capability to add
internal background light), to mitigate the effects
of degradation of the charge transfer efficiency
of the detectors (Mackenty & Smith 2012). The
data were reduced using a combination of stan-
dard and custom calibration scripts (see Rafelski
et al. 2014, in prep.), including the use of newly
released software to correct for charge transfer in-
efficiency. The individual reduced exposures were
then registered and combined following the meth-
ods developed for CANDELS (Koekemoer et al.
2011). The 5σ rms sensitivities in an aperture with
0.′′2 radius are 27.9, 27.9, and 28.3 mag in F225W ,
F275W , and F336W , respectively. Photometry
in the UV was measured in isophotal areas deter-
mined from the B-band detection image obtained
with SExtractor in dual image mode (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996).
3. SPECTROSCOPIC SAMPLE SELEC-
TION
Using the CANDELS and 3D-HST spectro-
scopic redshifts, we identified an initial galaxy
overdensity in the HUDF at redshift z ≈ 1.85.
We explain below how we identified and quanti-
fied this detection.
To assess the quality of the spectra, we used
both visual inspection, the published spectro–
photometric analysis from the 3D-HST collabora-
tion (Brammer et al. 2012), and the CANDELS
Guo et al. (2013) photometric redshift catalog.
For 3D-HST spectroscopy, we applied the shift
zspec = 0.005× (1 + z3DHST ), as suggested in the
documentation of the 3D-HST data release (van
Dokkum et al. 2013, 3D-HST data release docu-
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mentation). The accuracy of the Guo photometric
redshifts is estimated to be δzpz = 0.030× (1 + z)
for H160 < 24 mag and δzpz = 0.039 × (1 + z)
for H160 > 24 mag, with a global outlier frac-
tion of ≈ 4%. This gives typical photometric
redshift errors of σpz = 0.09 − 0.1 at z=1.8-1.9
up to H160 ≈ 26 mag. The Guo et al. catalog
covers the HUDF area (∼4.6 arcmin2), and ex-
tends to the CANDELS/GOODS-S field, in the
deep (∼ 55 arcmin2) and wide (∼ 30 arcmin2)
CANDELS surveys. The Guo et al. (2013) photo-
metric catalog has a 5 σ magnitude depth of 27.4,
28.2, and 29.7 AB, for an aperture of 0.17”, in the
CANDELS wide, deep, and HUDF fields, respec-
tively.
We (BW first and then SM verified and agreed)
flagged each spectrum as (1) certain, (2) good
independently of photometric redshift estimates,
(3) good using photometric redshift estimates, (4)
probable, and (5) not usable. For this work, we
only use certain and good spectroscopic grism
redshifts (flag 1 to 3). We have been particu-
larly attentive to the possible contamination from
misidentification of Hα emission as O III, from
the foreground cluster at z=1.096 (Salimbeni et
al. 2009), e.g., we have not considered two galax-
ies because they show a single line emission and
their photometric redshifts would indicate a most
probable redshift at z ∼ 1. The lines detected with
significant signal–to–noise (S/N) ratio are speci-
fied in Table 1, and are mainly [O III]λ5007 or the
O III doublet, and [Hβ]λ4861.
We found 24 galaxies, which all lie within a
radius of R = 2′ (that corresponds to a comov-
ing radius of 1 Mpc at z ≈ 1.8 − 1.9) of the
main overdensity center (see below), and have
good quality spectra from which we measure red-
shifts in the range 1.8 < z < 1.95. In this range,
the grism redshift median statistical uncertainty
is ≈ 0.001 (Brammer et al. 2012; Colbert et al
2013). To the statistical uncertainty, we add a
systematic of 0.003 × (1 + zspec). We estimate
the systematics from the median scatter when
comparing spectroscopic redshifts measured by
the CANDELS collaboration (BW) with spectro-
photometric redshifts published by the 3D-HST
collaboration (Brammer et al. 2012), in the red-
shift range z = 0.5 − 2.5. This systematic is
larger than, but consistent with, the uncertain-
ties obtained from the simulations by Colbert et
al. (2013) and exactly the same as found by Gobat
et al. (2013).
We searched the entire GOODS CDF-S master
catalog (1) for spectroscopy from ground–based
follow-up of the area. When grism redshifts are
probable or not usable, and ground–based multi-
ple line redshift measurements are available with
average S/N per pixel > 3 (Kurk et al. 2013), we
use VLT/FORS2 redshift measurements instead
of the grism spectroscopy. Eight galaxies with
redshifts in the range of 1.8 < z < 1.95 have
good quality GMASS VLT/FORS2 spectroscopy
and respect our S/N criteria, and four have bet-
ter quality than the grism spectra. We added the
missing 4 to the 24 galaxies above, to obtain 28
galaxies with good quality spectra in the range of
1.8 < z < 1.95. The 3D-HST spectra of the clus-
ter members were published by the 3D-HST col-
laboration (Brammer et al. 2012). The GMASS
spectra were published in Kurk et al. (2013).
The selected spectroscopic members extend to
magnitudes as faint as H160 ≈ 25.7 mag; however,
the grism spectroscopy sample shows a marked
decrease in number at magnitudes fainter than
H160 ≈ 24.5 mag. At this magnitude, ≈ 95% of
the CANDELS galaxies in the HUDF area (Guo
et al. 2013) have a grism redshift estimation, and
≈ 50% have good quality flags from our classifica-
tion above.
The UVUDF NUV images permitted us to con-
firm that the selected galaxies are at z ∼ 1.8 −
1.9, since we expect them to be UVIS/F225W
dropouts (see Teplitz et al. 2013) and to be
detected in the F336W filter. Each candidate
has been inspected visually and independently by
two of us (CS and SM). Two of the candidates,
UDF–1898 and UDF–1909 are F336W dropouts,
and could either be galaxies at higher redshift
or too faint to be detected. We will not con-
sider these two objects in the rest of our analy-
sis, leaving 26 selected galaxies with redshift of
1.8 < zspec < 1.95. In the appendix, we show
the WFC3 F225W , F275W , F336W , and ACS
F435W , I814 and WFC3 J125 images for each can-
didate.
We describe in Table 1 all of the selected galax-
ies, and identify them by their 3D-HST UDF ID
(Brammer et al. 2012) or GMASS ID (Kurk et al.
1http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/garching/projects/goods/MasterSpectroscopy.html
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Fig. 1.— On the left, the redshift distribution of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 spectro-
scopic members. The continuous line is the double Gaussian fit described in the text. On the right, we also
show the spectroscopic redshift distribution in the HUDF from the 3D-HST (dashed line) and the GOODS
and GMASS catalogs (dotted line).
2013).
4. NEWLY DISCOVERED OVERDEN-
SITIES IN THE HUDF
4.1. Structure definition using spectroscopy
As shown in Fig. 1, the redshifts of the 26 se-
lected galaxies appear to follow a double Gaus-
sian distribution. This is confirmed by a classical
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, skewness and kurtosis
test and the two more robust asymmetry index
(A.I.) and tail index (T.I.) described in Bird &
Beers (1993; as in e.g., Castellano et al. 2011).
The tests were applied on each Gaussian sepa-
rately (e.g. we only considered redshifts within 3σ
from each mean for each test). For the structure
at z = 1.84, we obtained a skewness of 0.05±0.10,
a kurtosis of −0.49±0.17, a T.I. of 1.4±0.1 and an
A.I. of −0.2+/−0.5. For the structure at z = 1.9,
we obtained a skewness of −0.9 ± 0.4, a kurtosis
of −0.5 ± 0.9, an A.I. of −0.4 ± 0.5 and the T.I.
could not be calculated with so few points. We es-
timated uncertainties with a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. All parameters are consistent with a random
population extracted from a Gaussian distribution
(Bird & Beers 1993).
To select the structure members, given the
small number of galaxies, we fit a double Gaus-
sian plus a background to the observed distribu-
tions. We took into account Poissonian uncertain-
ties in the histogram and adopted a redshift bin
of 0.01. The Gaussian fits give z = 1.84 ± 0.01
and z = 1.905 ± 0.005, for the first and second
structure, respectively. We obtain z = 1.84± 0.01
and z = 1.90± 0.01, respectively, from a biweight
mean redshift and standard deviation.
Selecting galaxies within 3 × σz of the two
means, we obtained 18 spectroscopic members for
the first Gaussian and 7 spectroscopic members
for the second. One galaxy is not selected as part
of the structures because its redshift is too low.
To better estimate the significance of the two
redshift overdensities, since we do not have a large
area, we will measure statistics in redshift bins in
the HUDF area covered by the grism spectroscopy,
that corresponds to a co–moving size of ∼ 1 Mpc.
We used the complete sample of certain and good
(as defined above) spectroscopic grism redshifts
from CANDELS and 3D-HST in the range 1.2 <
z < 2, and calculated both projected densities
using Nth-nearest neighbor distances and galaxy
overdensities, following Papovich et al. (2010) (see
also Gobat et al. 2013). In this redshift range,
WFC3 redshifts are mainly obtained from Hα and
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O III emission lines combined with photometric
redshifts as explained above. While it is true that
to have a precise estimate of the overdensities, we
would need to use spectroscopic samples at the
same redshift over a large area, such a sample is
currently not available. However, even if galaxies
at different redshift have redshift estimates based
on different emission lines, e.g. Hα and O III, and
the flux limit increases with redshift, these two ef-
fects would point to a lower limit for our O III
emission line overdensities, since (1) they would
be at the higher redshift end of the range in red-
shift that we considered and (2) they are defined
by their O III emission and the O III emission
has similar or lower strength than Hα (e.g. Col-
bert et al. 2013). We did not consider GMASS
redshift measurements in this estimation, because
our sample is dominated by emission line galax-
ies. In both calculations, we have considered all
galaxies brighter than H160 = 27 mag.
For the first overdensity estimate, we mea-
sure projected densities using Nth-nearest neigh-
bor distances defined as ΣN =
N
piD2N
(e.g., Dressler
et al. 1980). N is the number of neighbors, Dn
is defined as the distance in Mpc to the Nth near-
est neighbor. We have calculated ΣN within red-
shift bins of amplitude 0.06 (e.g., within a dis-
tance in redshift space 3 × σz from the biweight
analysis) from z = 1.2 to z = 2. The significance
of our detections is estimated by taking the ra-
tio: S/N =
ΣN−ΣbckN
σ
Σbck
N
.Our background density es-
timates were stable in the range N = 3 − 7, with
ΣbckN = 0.5 ± 1. The structure at z = 1.84 is an
overdensity at ≈ 20σ above the background den-
sity (stable for N = 4− 7, it is ≈ 14σ at N = 3).
The structure at z = 1.9 has a density at 6 − 8σ
above the background density for N = 3 and 4,
respectively. Given the smaller number of galax-
ies, this measurement is less stable at different N .
Our results do not change if we enlarge the red-
shift range, and do not consider in the analysis the
known cluster at z = 1.096 (see above).
For the second overdensity estimate, we use the
definition of galaxy contrast δc =
Ngal−Nbkg
Nbkg
. Ngal
is the number of galaxies in a given redshift bin,
and Nbkg is the average number of background
galaxies in the entire redshift range of 1.3 < z < 2.
The significance of our detections is estimated by
taking the ratio S/N =
Ngal−Nbkg
σbkg
. We obtain
Nbkg = 0.6± 0.9 galaxies per redshift bin of 0.06.
Even if we do not count > 3σ peaks in the red-
shift distribution, this might be an upper limit to
the average background, since we already know
that there are significant overdensities in this field
(Salimbeni et al. 2009). For the first and second
structure, we obtain a ∼ 18σ and a ∼ 6σ galaxy
overdensity, respectively. These results are con-
sistent with those from projected densities using
Nth-nearest neighbor distances.
This analysis confirms the detection of the
structure at z = 1.84 as a significant galaxy over-
density. We call this structure HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6, and adopt as the center the position of
its brightest galaxy (UDF 2095, with H160 =
22.008 ± 0.002 mag) in its spatially denser re-
gion of comoving size R = 500 kpc (1′ at this
redshift), at [RA, DEC]=[53.155647,-27.779298].
Only one member (GMASS 220) is farther than
R = 1′ from this center. The measured overden-
sity is similar to that measured for red galaxy
overdensities that were confirmed as galaxy clus-
ters by their X–ray emission (Papovich et al. 2010;
Gobat et al. 2011). Also, numerical simulations
of our standard cosmological model (Hanh et al.
2007a, 2007b; Cautun et al. 2014) predict that
galaxy overdensities of ∼ 30 at z ∼ 2 have a prob-
ability of ∼ 40% of being a node of the cosmic web
(e.g. a cluster or proto-cluster) and a probability
of ∼ 10% of being a filament. While predictions
from Cautun et al. (2014) and Hanh et al. (2007a,
2007b) do not take into account projection effects,
long filaments (we would need a filament with a
comoving lenght of 50 Mpc seen in projection in
the area of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 to reproduce our
measured overdensity) at z ∼ 2 account for only
a very small percentage (< 10% from Cautun et
al. 2014) of the total finalement length distribu-
tion. The number of filaments decreases with the
filament length, and dense and long filaments are
also rare with a probability of ∼ 2×10−4 of being
found in the HUDF area (fig. 53 from Cautun et
al. 2014). Therefore, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 has
a higher probability of being a cluster of galaxies
than a filament.
The second overdensity is detected at 4 − 7σ,
and we will call it HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3. We
adopt as the center the position of the brightest
galaxy (H160 = 22.463 ± 0.002 mag) in its spa-
tially denser region, at [RA, DEC]=[53.149298 ,-
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Fig. 2.— Our structures’ galaxies. Over the H160 image of the HUDF, the red and yellow boxes show
spectroscopic members for HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, respectively. Both UDF-2090
and UDF–2103, and UDF–2433 and UDF–2491, are pairs and cannot be distinguished in the figure. The
large white circles, centered on each structure, have a radius of R = 1′, that corresponds to a comoving radius
of ≈ 0.5 Mpc. Most of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 are within 1′ from the structure center, the only exception is
GMASS220. HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 is more sparse. North is on the top, east on the left.
27.788534]. Numerical simulations of our standard
cosmological model (Hanh et al. 2007a, 2007b;
Cautun et al. 2014) predict that galaxy overden-
sities of ∼ 10 at z ∼ 2 have a probability of < 10%
of being a node of the cosmic web (e.g. a cluster or
proto-cluster) and a probability of ∼ 50% of being
a filament. We identify this structure as a galaxy
group because it is less populated and less com-
pact, and its detection threshold is closer to that
of a galaxy group (e.g., Tanaka et al. 2013), and
it also has a high probability of being a filament
according to numerical simulations.
The positions of the structures’ members are
shown in Fig. 2. The comoving distance between
the two structures is ∼ 100 Mpc. At z ∼ 2,
the standard cosmological model predicts that the
comoving volume of progenitors of clusters with
present masses M > 1014M can reach ∼ 25 Mpc3
for the most massive clusters (Chiang et al. 2013;
Shattow et al. 2013), thus the two structures
are not predicted to necessarily merge to form a
present–day cluster.
4.2. Photometric redshift overdensities
While the CANDELS and 3D-HST spectro-
scopic covers only the HUDF area, the Guo et
al. (2013) photometric redshift catalog covers
the entire GOODS-S field for a total area of
∼170 arcmin2. This means that when using
photometric redshifts, we can extend our over-
density search over a comoving projected area of
∼ 80 Mpc2 at z = 1.8 − 19. We will use these
measurements to investigate if our overdensities
are isolated or are part of a larger–scale overden-
sity distribution at the same redshift.
We have selected all galaxies with magnitudes
brighter than H160 = 24.5, and 26 mag, which
correspond to median uncertainties on the sin-
gle photometric redshifts of . 0.1 and 0.15, re-
spectively. Given the larger uncertainties as-
sociated with photometric redshifts, we mea-
sured overdensities in photometric redshift ranges
at ±1σ from the center of our larger overden-
sity, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6. Given the uncertain-
ties on photometric redshift we cannot separate
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 from HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3
in this analysis. The redshift ranges that we con-
sidered for sample depths of H160 = 24.5 and
26 mag, are of 1.74 < zphot < 1.94 mag and
1.69 < zphot < 1.99 mag, respectively. In this last
photometric redshift range, we estimated the pu-
rity and completeness of our photometric redshift
catalog using the spectroscopic sample. We find
it to be ∼ 70% complete and ∼ 60% pure.
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Fig. 3.— Photometric redshift overdensities at the same redshift as our spectroscopically detected overden-
sities (see text for the exact photometric redshift range). On the left and the right, we show overdensities
obtained at a depth of H160 = 24.5 mag and H160 = 26 mag, respectively. The black circles are centered on
the HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 center, and have comoving radius of ∼0.5 Mpc. In both cases, our structures are
found as one single overdensity, and are part of a larger overdense structure that extends over a region of
∼12 arcmin2 (∼6 Mpc2, in comoving distance).
We identified overdensities in regions of a pro-
jected comoving radius of 0.5 Mpc, as δc =
Ngal−Nbkg
Nbkg
, and define S/N =
Ngal−Nbkg
σbkg
. Fig. 3
shows the S/N of the overdensities that we de-
tected, and we list the most significant overden-
sities in Table 1, selecting all overdensities with
the three highest signal–to–noise ratios in each of
two cases, and to always include HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6. At both depths, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6
and two overdensities, that we called Group 1 and
Group 2 are detected within the three highest
signal–to–noise ratios. As we expect from the me-
dian photometric redshift uncertainties, when we
increase the depth in magnitude we also increase
the background and the background noise, and
our detections are less significant. We considered
as a single detection all overdensities closer than a
comoving distance of 0.5 Mpc. Group 1 is at a co-
moving distance of ∼1 Mpc from HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6, and Group 4. UDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, with Group 1, Group 4 and
Group 6 form a structure that extends extends to
∼ 10′×10′ (∼ 5 × 5 comoving Mpc). All Groups
together cover a region of ∼ 12′×12′ (∼ 6× 6 co-
moving Mpc).
In Fig. 3, we show the overdensities. In Fig. 4
and Fig. 5, we show the photometric and spec-
troscopic redshift histograms for each overdensity.
In Table 1, we give the number of galaxies with
1.8 < zspec < 2 within 1.5
′ from each overden-
sity center, and their average spectroscopic red-
shift. From the available spectroscopy, Group 1,
Group 3, Group 4 and Group 6 have three to eight
galaxies that show an average spectroscopic red-
shift for each structure close to HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 (see Table 1).
All of these structures together show 19 galaxies
within 3σ (observational scatter) from the red se-
quence measured in Mei et al. (2009) at z ∼ 1,
when it is passively evolved at z = 1.84. Group 5
has a higher average spectroscopic redshift from
four galaxies, at zspec = 1.95 ± 0.01. Given the
few galaxies that are spectroscopically confirmed,
we cannot analyze the groups in detail.
If confirmed as significant spectroscopic over-
densities, some of the galaxies in these groups
might be part of the same large–scale structure
as HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 or HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3,
but without extensive spectroscopic follow–up, we
cannot draw a firm conclusion. As thoroughly
discussed in the literature (e.g. Shattow et al.
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Fig. 4.— On the right, we show the histogram of the photometric redshift members (continuous line,
1.69 < zphot < 1.99) within 1.5
′ from the center of each photometric redshift overdensity in Table 1. The
dotted histogram shows the distribution of galaxies with known spectroscopic redshifts. On the left, we show
the color–magnitude relation for each overdensity. The (I850−J125) color is close to the (U −B) rest–frame,
and J125 to the B–band rest–frame at z ∼ 1.84. The black points are all galaxies within 1.5′ from the
overdensity center. The larger red points are the galaxies with 1.69 < zphot < 1.99. The squares and circles
around symbols indicate an AGN detection and a known spectroscopic redshift, respectively. The continous
line shows the color–magnitude relation at z ∼ 1 from Mei et al. (2009) passively evolved at z=1.84, and
the dashed lines show a region within 3 times the observed scatter. Some of the overdensities show a red
sequence, even if none of the red sequence galaxies with known spectroscopic redshifts has spectroscopic
redshifts within 3σ of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 spectroscopic redshift.
10
Fig. 5.— Same as Fig. 4, but for the remaining groups from Table 1.
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Table 1: Photometric redshift overdensities
Name RA (deg.) DEC (deg.) H lim160 Ngal Nspec, zspec S/N R(arcmin.)
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 53.15565 -27.77930 24.5 8 7 -
Group 1 53.11842 -27.78338 24.5 6 5,1.89± 0.01 5 1.9
Group 2 53.11615 -27.87192 24.5 6 – 5 5.9
Group 3 53.19252 -27.82862 24.5 5 3,1.88± 0.03 4 3.5
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 53.15565 -27.77930 26 13 2 -
Group 1 53.11842 -27.78338 26 13 5,1.89± 0.01 2 1.9
Group 2 53.11615 -27.87192 26 14 – 2 5.9
Group 4 53.09392 -27.76772 26 18 6,1.88± 0.02 3 3.3
Group 5 53.18884 -27.72558 26 15 4,1.95± 0.01 2 3.7
Group 6 53.14208 -27.81992 26 14 8,1.87± 0.02 2 2.5
This Table shows properties of the photometric redshift overdensity in the GOODS-S field, with photometric redshifts
consistent with the HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 spectroscopic redshifts. Hlim160 is the magnitude
limit we have used in our overdensity search, RA and DEC are the position of the overdensity center, Ngal the number
of galaxies selected within 1′ for each overdensity, Nspec the number of galaxies with good quality spectroscopic
redshifts in the range 1.8 < zspec < 2, and their average value, S/N is the overdensity significance, as defined in the
text, R the distance from the HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 center. Group 1 and Group 4, and Group 1 and Group 6 have
one galaxy in common, respectively.
2013 and references therein), projection effects
can strongly affect fixed aperture measurements
of overdensities, especially when using high uncer-
tainties in photometric redshifts. Our detections
have to be confirmed by spectroscopic follow–up
for a better quantification of their significance.
4.3. HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 Mass Estimate
4.3.1. X-ray observations
We checked the 3 Msec XMM and 4 Msec Chan-
dra X–ray observations for both point sources as-
sociated with the galaxies in the two overdensities
and for possible extended emission from the ICM.
The HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 member UDF–2095 co-
incides with source # 512 in the 4 Msec cata-
log (Xue et al. 2011). It has a soft band flux
of 1.8 × 10−17erg/sec/cm2 and a hardness ratio
of 0.27. The catalog classifies the emission as a
galaxy so it is most probably associated with star
formation rather than with AGN activity. There
are other X–ray sources within the cluster region,
of which one (# 505 from Xue et al. 2011) is ex-
tended but associated with a lower redshift galaxy
(z=0.99). There is no indication of diffuse ex-
tended emission coinciding with either overdensity
position.
From the lack of extended X–ray emission, we can
place an upper limit on the X–ray luminosity of
1-6×1043erg/s, depending on the temperature as-
sumed (in the range T=1-3 KeV, respectively).
If we use the cluster mass–luminosity derived by
Rykoff et al. (2008), this corresponds to an up-
per limit in total mass of M200 < 1 × 1014M,
and M200 < 3× 1014M, for an upper limit in the
X–ray luminosity of 1 and 6 ×1043 erg/s, respec-
tively. This means that we cannot exclude that
the most massive structure is a cluster with mass
M200 ∼ 1014M.
4.3.2. Mass estimates
From numerical simulations, we know that 90%
of the halos with masses of M200 ≥ 1014M up to
z ∼ 1.5 have virialized (Evrard et al. 2008). Since
we cannot exclude this hypothesis from our X–ray
measurements (see the previous section), and an
overdensity of galaxies at ∼ 20σ can correspond to
a halo of mass M200 ∼ 1014M (e.g. Gobat et al.
2013), we decide to make this assumption. This is
also supported by the fact that the velocity distri-
bution of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 is consistent with
a Gaussian, e.g. it has already separated from the
Hubble flow (e.g. Nakamura 2000; Merrall & Hen-
riksen 2003).
With this assumption, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6
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mass can be estimated from its velocity disper-
sion. The line–of–sight (LOS) cluster velocity dis-
persion can be highly anisotropic, and small sam-
ples lead to large systematic uncertainties (White
et al. 2010). For HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6, we ex-
pect uncertainties in the velocity dispersion from
anisotropies of ≈ 10%. We do not do the same for
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, in fact, the uncertainty on
the mass estimate for HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 is too
large because of the smaller number of galaxies,
and we do not attempt to measure it.
We measure the HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 intrinsic
velocity dispersion from its 18 members, follow-
ing Danese et al. (1980). We add in quadrature
the statistical and systematic uncertainties in red-
shift. From the overdensity intrinsic velocity dis-
persion, we obtain an estimate of the mass using
Eq. (1) from the ΛCDM simulations in Munari et
al. (2013):
M200 =
(
σ1D
A1D
)1/α
1015M
h(z)
(1)
with the parameters A1D = 1090 ± 50, and α =
0.3333 (see also Evrard et al. 2008). σ1D is the
cluster LOS velocity dispersion σdisp, and h(z) =
H(z)/(100km/s), where H(z) is the Hubble con-
stant. Assuming virialization, this equation gives
the relation between the total mass of a cluster
in a radius R200
2 and its velocity dispersion, and
is obtained by using a Navarro, Frenk & White
(1996) dark matter mass profile with different con-
centration parameters and different constant ve-
locity anisotropies. The uncertainty in the coeffi-
cient A1D takes into account the uncertainties in
these simulation assumptions. From the cluster
velocity dispersion we also derive R200 (Carlberg
et al. 1997).
Following the classic Danese et al. (1980) com-
putation of the intrinsic velocity dispersion, and
its uncertainty, we obtain σdisp = 780
+180
−100 km/s.
This corresponds to a mass of M200 = 2
+2
−1 ×
1014M, and R200 = 1.0+0.3−0.1 Mpc.
To take into account possible systematics due
to the sample selection, we estimate the uncer-
tainty on the cluster velocity dispersion, its mass,
and its virial radius by bootstrapping 1,000 times
2 R200 is the radius at which the cluster mean density is 200
times the critical density.
on the 18 cluster members. Specifically, we re-
calculated the three quantities, σdisp,M200, and
R200, substituting all the initial sample with a
sample of the same size extracted randomly from
the initial sample. We obtain an intrinsic velocity
dispersion of σdisp = (730 ± 260) km/s, M200 =
(2.2±1.8)×1014M, and R200 = (0.9±0.3) Mpc.
This suggests that using the classic computation
from Danese et al. (1980) does not take into ac-
count all uncertainties in the sample selection, and
we will use these last estimates as more robust. If
we underestimated systematics on redshift mea-
surements, our mass estimate becomes an upper
limit.
When using other values of A1D, obtained us-
ing two different models of the baryonic physics
in Munari et al. (2013), our results do not signifi-
cantly change. A systematic of ≈ 10% in velocity
dispersion from the LOS anisotropies would lead
to a systematic of ≈ 10 − 15% in mass, in this
range of velocity dispersion and mass, and does
not change our results.
From our conservative result M200 = (2.2 ±
1.8)× 1014M, we can derive a simple quantifica-
tion for the probability of our hypothesis of virial-
ization. We are consistent with a mass of M200 ≥
1×1014M at ∼ 75% of probability. If we assume
that the structure just started to separate from
the Hubble flow (Steidel et al. 1998), we would
obtain a mass of the same order of magnitude
(≈ 1014M), but with larger systematics due to
the difficulty in estimating the three–dimensional
volume that the overdensity covers with the avail-
able low resolution spectroscopy. With the avail-
able data, this is the best that we can do.
5. HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 AND HUDFJ0332.5-
2747.3 GALAXY POPULATION
5.1. Morphologies
All of the structures’ galaxies but two (see Ta-
ble 1) show recent star formation. In Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, we show their color images. Most of the
morphologies are disturbed, and often show asym-
metry and/or asymmetric tails. Using the WFC3
J125 imaging, which corresponds to the B rest–
frame at z=1.84-1.9, we visually classified galaxies
into two categories: ETGs and late–type galax-
ies (LTGs). We included compact galaxies in the
ETG class, and irregular galaxies in the LTG class.
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Fig. 6.— HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 : combined color image of the spectroscopic members, from the ACS B435,
WFC3 i775 and H160 images. Most of the galaxies present spiral morphologies, as expected from most star–
forming galaxies. Eight are classified as ETGs (see Table 2). Most show asymmetries, faint substructures
and tails, which are signatures of merger remnants. Four galaxies form two confirmed pairs, others have
close small companions that are not confirmed to be at the same redshift.
Fig. 7.— HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 : Combined color image of the spectroscopic members, from the ACS
B435, WFC3 i775 and H160 images. Most of the galaxies present spiral morphologies, Five have early–type
morphologies.
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We have seven ETGs at z=1.84, plus UDF–3058
that we consider a ETG with an asymmetric tail,
and five ETGs at z=1.9. UDF-1355 looks like an
ETG in the B–band rest–frame but shows asym-
metric features in the UV. We consider as reliable
only the two ETGs brighter than H160 = 23.5 mag
(van der Wel et al. 2012; Kartaltepe et al. 2014).
LTGs always reveal structure and are therefore all
reliably classified (see also, e.g., Mortlock et al.
2013; Kartaltepe et al 2014).
Among the candidates at z = 1.84, UDF–3058
has an ambiguous morphology, with a bulge–like
appearance and an asymmetric tail that appears
in the B rest–frame. We classify it as an ETG.
One galaxy that we classify as an ETG, UDF 2900,
shows a double core in the UV.
For the 17 galaxies with H160 < 24.5 mag,
our classification is consistent with the CANDELS
morphological classification from Kartaltepe et al.
(2014) for all galaxies. This is a higher than
typical level of consistency among different classi-
fiers/classification methods when the morpholog-
ical classification includes only two broad classes,
ETGs and LTGs (e.g., Postman et al. 2005;
Huertas–Company et al. 2009, 2011).
Two spectroscopic pairs are close companions,
but we do not have enough spectral resolution to
identify them as mergers. From Kartaltepe et
al. (2014), two objects are classified as mergers
(12+13−8 %), seven as interacting (41 ± 14 %), six
as asymmetric (35+15−13 %), four have tidal features
(23+14−10 %). UDF 3297 has been marked as hav-
ing a double nucleus. All of this accounts for nine
objects (53+14−15 % of the sample), because some ob-
jects have multiple features. It is interesting that
half of these galaxies are interacting or disturbed,
because they show signatures that are characteris-
tic of merger remnants or disk instability (see also
results from, e.g., Lotz et al. 2013; Mortlock et al.
2013).The galaxies in these structures are still be-
ing assembled and the observation of interactions
and disturbed morphologies point to mergers and
possibly disk instabilities as the primary mecha-
nisms.
The fraction of confirmed early–type galax-
ies is at most 48 ± 10% of the entire sample,
against the typical ≈ 80% and close to the ≈
50 − 80% observed in galaxy clusters at z < 1.5
and 1.5 < z < 2, respectively, for galaxy masses of
M > 1010−10.5 ×M and a total cluster mass of
M > 1014 ×M (e.g., Postman et al. 2005; De-
sai et al. 2007; Mei et al. 2009, 2012; Tran et al.
2010; Fassbender et al. 2011; Hayashi et al. 2011;
Papovich et al. 2012; Tadaki et al. 2012; Zeimann
et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2013). Our results
have to be taken as upper limits to the fractions
of ETGs in our structures. In fact, we empha-
size that we only consider as secure ETGs those
galaxies with H160 < 23.5 mag, e.g., two over the
five ETGs. This means that when calculating the
fraction of ETGs, we might be overestimating it,
since the three fainter ETGs might not be ETGs.
5.2. Galaxy Masses and Colors
We have used the Guo et al. (2013) photo-
metric catalog to estimate galaxy masses and
colors. This catalog includes observations from
CANDELS HST/WFC3 Y105, J125 and H160 data,
combined with existing public data from the
HUDF09 programs. In addition to WFC3 bands,
the catalog also includes data from UV (U-band
from both CTIO/MOSAIC and VLT/VIMOS),
optical (HST/ACS F435W, F606W, F775W,
F814W, and F850LP), infrared (HST/WFC3
F098M, VLT/ISAAC Ks, VLT/HAWK-I Ks), and
Spitzer/IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm observations
(from the GOODS and SEDS surveys: Fazio et al.
2004; Ashby et al. 2013b). We refer to Guo et al.
(2013) for a detailed description of these observa-
tions. The catalog is based on source detection in
H160, and all photometry was matched using the
public software TFIT (Laider et al. 2007). The
photometry reaches a 5σ depth (within an aper-
ture of radius 0.17′′) of 29.7 mag in the HUDF
region, with a completeness of 50% at 28.1 mag in
H160.
We estimated galaxy masses from the Guo et
al. broadband photometry, using the public soft-
ware Le Phare (Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al.
2006), based on a χ2 spectral energy distribution
(SED) fitting method. For our Le Phare input pa-
rameters, we followed Ilbert et al. (2010) and used
the Chabrier IMF, Bruzual & Charlot (2003) tem-
plates, solar metallicity, an exponentially decaying
star formation with τ in the range 0.1–5 Gyr, and
a Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law with E(B–
V) in the range 0–0.5.
The galaxies in our structures have magnitudes
in the range of 22.3 . J125 . 27.4 mag and 22 .
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Fig. 8.— Color–magnitude and color-mass diagram for all HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3
spectroscopically confirmed members with Guo et al. (2013) photometry. The selected galaxies have masses
in the range 8.9 < log10(
M
M
) < 11. The (I814 − J125) color is close to the (U − B) rest–frame, and J125 to
the B–band rest–frame. Red/orange circles and blue/sky triangles are ETGs and LTGs in HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6/HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, respectively. We show as a continuous line the color–magnitude relation at
z ∼ 1 from Mei et al. (2009) passively evolved at z=1.84, and the dashed lines show a region within three
times the observed scatter. A red sequence is not yet formed.
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H160 . 26.3 mag (20.75 . HV EGA160 . 25 mag).
Their range in luminosity is similar to magnitudes
observed in the clusters detected at z=1.8-1.9 by
Stanford et al. (2012) and Zeimann et al. (2012),
even if these two clusters’ most luminous galax-
ies are brighter of ∼ 0.5 − 1 mag with respect
to our most luminous galaxies. This difference of
∼ 0.5−1mag is of the same order of magnitude as
the difference in luminosity between the most lu-
minous galaxies in different confirmed clusters at
0.8 < z < 1.3 (Mei et al. 2009).
In Fig. 8 we show the color–magnitude and
color–mass relations. All galaxies have masses in
the range of 8.9 . log10( MM ) . 10.8, and all
of their colors, but one (UDF–463), which also
does not show emission lines, are bluer than qui-
escent galaxies at these redshifts. In fact, at
z=1.84 and according to a Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) simple, single starburst model with solar
metallicity, we would expect a red sequence at
(I814 − J125) ≈ 2.3 mag, for a formation redshift
zf = 2.5. This value corresponds to the mean
luminosity-weighted formation redshift usually de-
rived for galaxies in clusters at z ≈ 1 − 1.5 (e.g.,
Mei et al. 2006ab; Mei et al. 2009, 2012; Sny-
der et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2013; and refer-
ences therein). We show as a continuous line the
color–magnitude relation at z ∼ 1 from Mei et al.
(2009) passively evolved to z=1.84. The dashed
lines show three times their total observed scat-
ter (3 × σobs ∼ 0.2). Hereafter, we define as red
galaxies those that are redder than the passively
evolved red sequence minus 3×σobs. It is clear that
most of the ETGs in these structures still need to
be quenched.
Unlike the known clusters at z ≈ 1.8− 2 (Stan-
ford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Newman
et al. 2013; Gobat et al. 2011, 2013) that show
overdensities of ∼ 10 − 15 red galaxies, the two
overdensities do not show an already formed red
sequence. Only one of the structure galaxies has
a color red enough to be considered as a red se-
quence galaxy at these redshifts.
Potential red sequence galaxies could have been
missed in our spectroscopical analysis because we
only selected star–forming galaxies, or only those
with good quality spectra from the 3D-HST, CAN-
DELS and GMASS catalogs. However, when using
the entire Guo et al. photometric catalog in the
HUDF, there are only six other red galaxies (e.g.,
as defined above, with (I814 − J125) > 1.7 mag)
within 1.5′ from the proto–cluster and group cen-
ters from the spectroscopic redshift catalog from
GMASS, the photometric and photometric red-
shift catalog (used without any selection in red-
shift) from Guo et al. (2013), the CANDELS
morphology catalog from Kartaltepe et al. (2014),
which we have examined one by one using the Guo
et al (2013) photometry. The three brightest of
the six red galaxies are within 1′ from the proto–
cluster, have spectroscopic redshift measurements
that are at lower or at higher redshift, and do not
belong to the two overdensities.
We robustly confirm that HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6
and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 do not have an already
formed red sequence, within 1.5′ of the proto–
cluster and group centers.
We also examined the colors of the photomet-
ric redshift overdensities around HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3. In Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, Group 1, Group 2, Group 4 and Group 6
have promising bright red sequences. Using the
spectroscopic redshift catalog available in the
GOODS area (Wuyts et al. 2008, 2009, in prepa-
ration; Kurk et al., in preparation) the red se-
quence galaxies with known redshifts (a circle sur-
rounds their symbols in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) do not
show spectroscopic redshifts in the the range of
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3.
In the figures, we also show AGN detections from
Xue et al. (2011). Group 1 has two red galaxies
with spectroscopic redshifts, with z = 2.35 and
z = 1.76. Group 6 has three red galaxies with
spectroscopic redshifts, the two also belonging to
Group 1 and one at higher redshift.
5.3. Galaxy Structural Properties
As demonstrated by van der Wel et al. (2012),
the WFPC3/IR camera resolution together with
the depth of CANDELS observations, permit us
to estimate galaxy structural parameters up to
H160 ≈ 23 mag, and galaxy sizes up to H160 ≈
24.5 mag. Basset et al. (2013) have also shown
that the same applies up to J125 = 24 mag.
We estimated galaxy structural parameters for
all galaxies (ETGs and LTGs) using GALFIT
(Peng et al. 2002; 2010) on the WFC3/IR J125 im-
age from XUDF, that corresponds to the B–band
rest–frame at z ∼ 1.8 − 1.9. We have adopted
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Fig. 9.— Mass–size relation for galaxies with H160 > 24.5 mag in HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3. Red/orange circles and blue/sky triangles are ETGs and LTGs in HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6/HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, respectively. The black circles around filled symbols show galaxies with n > 2.
The two stars show the ETG mass-size relation observed in galaxy clusters at a redshift of 1.2 < z < 1.5
from Delaye et al. (2014), and the dark blue circles show results from Lani et al. (2013) (1 < z < 2), for their
most dense regions. The filled squares and diamonds are the quiescent ETG masses and circularized effective
radii from CL J1449+085 at z = 1.99 (from Strazzullo et al. 2013) and JKCS 041 at z = 1.8 (from Newman
et al. 2013), respectively. All ETGs from CL J1449+085 and JKCS 041 have been selected as galaxies with
n > 2. As a reference, we show the SDSS local mass–size relation from Bernardi et al. (2012). The red/blue
continuous line shows the mass–size relation for SDSS ETG/LTG, respectively. The shaded regions show
the 1σ observed scatter. The continuous black line shows the local mass—size relation scaled to the average
sizes from Delaye et al. at 1011M (the dashed lines indicate the observed scatter). Our blue star–forming
ETGs lie on the same mass–size relation as quiescent ETGs in dense environments at 1 < z < 2.
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Fig. 10.— Median mass-normalized B–band rest-frame size γ, as a function of redshift. The yellow circle
is the median γ for HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 ETGs. The red stars are the median γs for quiescent ETGs in
clusters at 0.7 < z < 1.6 from Delaye et al. (2014), The green square and the blue diamond are the median
γs for quiescent ETGs from CL J1449+085 at z = 1.99 (Strazzullo et al. 2013) and JKCS 041 at z = 1.8
(Newman et al. 2013), respectively. Our structures’ star–forming blue ETGs are consistent with those of
quiescent ETGs in dense environments at similar redshifts. Both star–forming and quiescent ETGs in dense
environments do not show much evolution in the redshift range of z = 0.7− 2. The continuos line shows the
evolution of field galaxies and is from Newman et al. (2012).
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a single Sersic profile, and did not constrain the
values of the Sersic index n for most of the sam-
ple, as suggested in Peng et al. (2002). The point
spread function (PSF) model was provided by van
der Wel et al. (2012). The galaxies classified as
late–type all have a Sersic index of n < 2, the
two bright ETGs have n > 2 and the other ETGs
have 1 < n < 2. As the size estimate, we use the
circularized effective radius Re, defined as the av-
erage half-light radius along the major axis of the
best–fitting galaxy model multiplied by the ratio
between the minor and major axis q =
√
b/a.
Fig. 9 shows the galaxy mass–size relation. The
two stars show the ETG mass-size relation ob-
served in galaxy clusters at a redshift of 1.2 <
z < 1.5 from Delaye et al. (2014), and the dark
blue circles show results from Lani et al. (2013)
(1 < z < 2), for their most dense regions (see also
Papovich et al. 2012; Basset et al. 2013).
These previous works pointed out that ETGs in
clusters have, on average, larger sizes than ETGs
in the field at the same redshift (within ∼ 2σ),
when the mass–size relation is taken into account
(see also Cooper et al. 2012; Raichoor et al.
2012; Newman et al. 2013). For clusters in the
same redshift range that our structures, the filled
square and diamonds are the ETG masses and
circularized effective radii from CL J1449+085 at
z ∼ 2 (Strazzullo et al. 2013) and JKCS 041 at
z = 1.8 (Newman et al. 2013), respectively, with
masses corrected to a Chabrier IMF. All sizes are
measured in the B–band rest–frame. Our struc-
tures’ ETGs all have masses of M < 1011M,
in the same range of the masses of passive ETGs
in CL J1449+085 (see the filled squares), and are
about an order of magnitude lower than the most
massive ETGs in the most massive cluster known
at these redshifts, JKCS 041 (see the filled dia-
monds).
As a reference, we show the SDSS mass–size re-
lation for ETG and LTG galaxies from Bernardi
et al. (2012). While the Bernardi et al. mass–
size relation has been estimated for field galax-
ies, it also holds for galaxy cluster for the ETGs
(Huertas–Company et al. 2013b), and we do not
expect large variations for the LTGs (Fernandez–
Lorenzo et al. 2013). Our structures’ LTGs lie
on the same mass–size relation as Bernardi et al.
(2012) LTGs. For the ETGs, assuming that the
form of the mass–size relation from Bernardi et
al. (2012) does not evolve with redshift, when ex-
trapolating the Delaye et al. (2014) and Lani et
al. (2013) mass–size relations at lower masses, our
structures’ ETGs follow the same mass-size rela-
tion at 1 < z < 2.
It is very interesting, because this is also true
for the ETGs in JKCS 041 and CL J1449+085.
To better quantify this point, in Fig. 10, we plot
the mass-normalized B–band rest-frame size, γ,
as a function of redshift, for passive ETGs in
clusters at 0.7 < z < 1.6 from Delaye et al.
(2014), JKCS 041 at z = 1.8 (from Newman et al.
2013) and CL J1449+085 at z ∼ 2 (from Straz-
zullo et al. 2013), and the star–forming ETGs in
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 from this work. Since our
galaxies span a large range in mass (109.5M .
M . 1012M, we calculate γ using the SDSS
mass–size relation in Bernardi et al. (2012; Eq.
1), instead of the commonly used power law that
holds for galaxy masses M > 1011M:
log(γ) = log(Re) + c1×
[
log
(
M
1011M
)]
+(2)
c2×
{
[log(M)]
2 − [log(1011M)]2}
where Re and M are the galaxy circularized effec-
tive radius and mass in units of M, respectively,
and 1011M is the typical mass used for the mass
normalization. c1 and c2 are the coefficients for
ETGs and LTGs from Bernardi et al. (2012). The
uncertainties have all been estimated by bootstrap
with replacement, with 1000 iterations. Both the
quiescent and the star–forming ETG median nor-
malized sizes do not evolve significantly from z ∼ 2
to z ∼ 0.7 (∼ 20%). When using the average γ in-
stead of the median, results are consistent. This
redshift range corresponds to a time interval of
∼ 4Gyrs, over which ETG sizes must have evolved
on average according to the same mass—size rela-
tion as that of cluster ETGs at z ∼ 1.
On the low–mass–end side (M < 1011M), our
structures’s ETGs must have had their star forma-
tion quenched, though, to be selected as passive
ETGs in the z ≈ 1 samples.
In Table 2, we give the galaxy magnitudes, col-
ors, masses, and structural parameters.
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Table 2: Spectroscopic members for HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3
ID RA (J2000) DEC(J2000) z H160 (mag) (I814 − J125)(mag) Morphology Spectral Features (Q) Log10(M/M) Re ×
√
b/a(kpc) NSersic
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6
UDF-901 53.15126 -27.79241 1.841 ± 0.001 23.970 ± 0.005 0.597 ± 0.042 ETG O III, Hβ ,Hγ 9.7 0.67 ± 0.01 1.85± 0.04
UDF-1271/GMASS-675 53.16166 -27.78743 1.836 ± 0.008 22.475 ± 0.002 1.158 ± 0.027 LTG O III, Hβ (3.3) 10.5 3.45 ± 0.01 0.47± 0.01
UDF-2090 53.15346 -27.78098 1.849 ± 0.001 24.489 ± 0.008 0.576 ± 0.071 ETG O III, Hγ 9.6 0.49 ± 0.07 10± 2
UDF-2095/GMASS-858 53.15565 -27.77930 1.839 ± 0.003 22.008 ± 0.002 1.029 ± 0.019 LTG O III, Hβ, Hγ (8.4) 10.5 4.82 ± 0.04 1.15± 0.01
UDF-2103 53.15351 -27.78091 1.838 ± 0.004 0.576 ± 0.071 ETG O III
UDF-2127 53.15287 -27.78012 1.858 ± 0.003 24.292 ± 0.008 0.899 ± 0.068 LTG O III 9.5 2.69 ± 0.04 1.46± 0.02
UDF-2188/ GMASS-875 53.15452 -27.77972 1.836 ± 0.004 23.624 ± 0.005 0.649 ± 0.035 LTG O III (5.1) 9.7 2.82 ± 0.02 0.43± 0.01
UDF-2195/GMASS-894 53.14921 -27.77880 1.850 ± 0.002 23.189 ± 0.004 1.064 ± 0.038 LTG O III, O IIIx, Hβ, Hδ (4.6) 10.0 3.62 ± 0.01 0.27± 0.01
UDF-2383 53.14642 -27.77831 1.865 ± 0.001 24.701 ± 0.009 0.239 ± 0.067 ETG O III
UDF-2433 53.14744 -27.77761 1.825 ± 0.002 22.708 ± 0.003 1.459 ± 0.056 ETG O III, O IIIx 10.4 2.5 ± 0.1 6.8± 0.1
UDF-2491 53.14744 -27.77761 1.889 ± 0.007 1.459 ± 0.056 LTG O III
UDF-2798 53.13924 -27.77485 1.843 ± 0.002 25.689 ± 0.051 0.442 ± 0.115 ETG OII, O III
UDF-2900 53.15288 -27.77250 1.845 ± 0.001 24.019 ± 0.005 0.481 ± 0.043 ETG O III, Hβ, Hγ 9.8 0.74 ± 0.01 1.33± 0.03
UDF-3035a 53.15605 -27.77095 1.833 ± 0.004 24.587 ± 0.009 0.889 ± 0.085 LTG OII, O III, Hγ
UDF-3045 53.15228 -27.77009 1.848 ± 0.001 23.144 ± 0.003 0.743 ± 0.029 LTG O III, Hβ, Hγ 10.0 2.18 ± 0.01 1.53± 0.04
UDF-3058 53.16001 -27.77100 1.853 ± 0.002 25.223 ± 0.012 0.381 ± 0.072 ETG O III
UDF-3510 53.16387 -27.76532 1.841 ± 0.003 24.241 ± 0.007 0.494 ± 0.046 LTG O III, Hβ, Hγ 9.4 4.10 ± 0.05 0.79± 0.01
GMASS220 53.15492 -27.80940 1.850 ± 0.001 LTG Fe, C (4.7)
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3
UDF-463 53.15881 -27.79716 1.904 ± 0.004 24.292 ± 0.008 2.239 ± 0.062 ETG 4000A˚break 10.8 0.66 ± 0.01 2.49± 0.02
UDF-669 53.14060 -27.79562 1.909 ± 0.002 23.970 ± 0.005 0.730 ± 0.029 ETG O III, Hβ, Hδ 10.8 0.66 ± 0.01 2.49± 0.02
UDF-1180 53.14930 -27.78853 1.907 ± 0.002 22.464 ± 0.002 0.862 ± 0.020 LTG O III, OII, Hβ, O IIIx, Hδ 10.1 2.56 ± 0.02 1.42± 0.01
UDF-1355 53.14799 -27.78769 1.884 ± 0.006 22.475 ± 0.002 0.805 ± 0.038 ETG O III (4.4) 9.7 1.90 ± 0.01 0.69± 0.01
UDF-1698 53.16935 -27.78499 1.911 ± 0.002 24.701 ± 0.009 -0.150 ± 0.196 ETG O III
UDF-1898a 53.17368 -27.78207 1.894 ± 0.058 22.708 ± 0.003 2.140 ± 0.228 LTG O IIIx, Hβ
UDF-1909a 53.14903 -27.78196 1.917 ± 0.017 24.489 ± 0.008 1.050 ± 0.041 LTG O III, Hδ
UDF-2797 53.14418 -27.77356 1.892 ± 0.001 23.624 ± 0.005 0.385 ± 0.027 LTG O III, Hβ, Hδ, Hγ 9.8 0.74 ± 0.01 0.37± 0.01
UDF-3297 53.14102 -27.76673 1.904 ± 0.006 23.189 ± 0.004 2.246 ± 0.036 ETG 4000A˚break
Note. Galaxies are identified by their 3D-HST ID (UDF; from Brammer et al. 2012) or GMASS ID (GMASS; from
Kurk et al. 2013). Redshifts and uncertainties for GMASS are from Kurk et al. (2013). Magnitudes and colors are
from Guo et al. (2013). The two galaxy pairs are not separate in this catalog, and we give the magnitude of the Guo
et al. object for one of the two galaxies. For the spectral features, O III and O IIIx indicate the [O III]λ5007 and the
[O III]λ4363 emission lines, respectively, Hβ the [Hβ]λ4861 emission line, Hγ the [Hγ]λ4340, and OII the [O II]λ3727.
The lines are in italics if they were measured with a 1 < S/N < 3, otherwise they were measured with S/N > 3.
When the galaxies also have a GMASS redshift, in parenthesis is given the GMASS redshift S/N . The flag (a) means
all lines were measured with S/N < 1. Galaxies with IDs in italic are not considered as structure members because
they have low S/N spectroscopy, and are not detected in the 336W bandpass. We estimated structural properties for
all galaxies with H160 < 24.5 mag, where the J125 images were available. Statistical uncertainties on masses are a few
dex, while systematics, due to the use of different spectral energy distribution templates are < 0.5 dex (e.g. Delaye
et al. 2014). The uncertainties on galaxy sizes and the Sersic index are the fit uncertainties given by GALFIT. The
typical systematic uncertainties on Re,
√
b/aand Sersic index at these magnitudes are ∼ 20% up to H160 = 24.5 mag
(e.g. van der Wel et al. 2012; Basset et al. 2013).
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Deep mid–infrared surveys, and space and
ground–based infrared spectroscopy have enabled
the discovery of clusters of galaxies at redshift
z = 1.5− 2, an epoch largely unexplored until re-
cently. Most of these discoveries have been based
on the searches for star–forming galaxy overdensi-
ties around radio sources, and/or red galaxy over-
densities in the mid–infrared with Spitzer IRAC.
The advent of the HST WFC3 grism and ground–
based infrared spectroscopy permits confirmation
of these discoveries as real galaxy overdensities
(Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Gobat
et al. 2013; Newman et al. 2013).
Current X–ray and SZ observations probe clus-
ter virialization through the detection of the hot
gas in the gravitational potential well, down to
cluster masses of ≈ 1014M and up to redshift
z ≈ 1. At higher redshifts, only the extreme end
of the cluster mass function can be detected by
current instruments. A few objects at 1.5 < z < 2
correspond to significant X–ray detections and
were identified as already virialized (Andreon et
al. 2009; Gobat et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2011;
Stanford et al. 2012; Mantz et al. 2014). Two of
them also show a significant SZ signal (Brodwin et
al. 2012; Mantz et al. 2014). Their cluster masses
cover the range of M200 ≈ (0.5 − 4) × 1014M.
The other detections (e.g., less massive objects)
can only currently be identified as significant red
galaxy overdensities, without confirmation of viri-
alization by the detection of hot gas. Depending
on the presence, or not, of the red sequence and
their richness, these objects have been identified
as clusters or proto–clusters (e.g., Pentericci et al.
2000; Miley et al. 2004, 2006; Venemans 2007;
Kuiper et al. 2010; Hatch et al. 2011).
In this paper, we presented the discovery of two
star–forming galaxy overdensities in the HUDF
using HST WFC3 grism spectroscopy and imag-
ing observations from the CANDELS and 3D-
HST Treasury programs. The richest overden-
sity, HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6, includes 18 spectro-
scopic members, of which 6 are ETGs. The
other one, HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, includes 7 spec-
troscopic members, of which 3 are ETGs. Our
detections are mostly based on line emitter galaxy
overdensities, similar to current proto–cluster dis-
coveries at z > 2, but different from current cluster
detections at the same redshift that are based on
red galaxy overdensities. We confirmed the grism
redshifts using deep far-UV photometry from the
UVUDF (Teplitz et al. 2013).
Using a Nth-nearest neighbor distance esti-
mator and the density contrast, we measure a
galaxy overdensity at ∼ 20σ and ∼ (4−7)σ above
the background, for HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3, respectively. Under the
hypothesis of viralization, from HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6 velocity dispersion, we obtain a mass esti-
mate of M200 = (2.2 ± 1.8) × 1014M, consistent
with the lack of extended X–ray emission. In
Table 3, we compare our newly discovered struc-
ture to already known clusters, proto–clusters and
groups at z = 1.6 − 2. Within the uncertainties,
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 has the properties charac-
teristic of a proto–cluster, because of its over-
density and estimated mass, and HUDFJ0332.5-
2747.3 those of a galaxy group, because of its
overdensity.
Predictions from numerical simulations (Cohn
et White 2005; Li et al. 2007; Chiang et al. 2013;
Cautun et al. 2014) suggest that HUDFJ0332.4-
2746.6 is most probably a progenitor of M200 ≈
1014M galaxy clusters at z ∼ 1 and of M200 ≈
few × 1014M galaxy clusters at the present.
At z ≈ 1.8 − 1.9 Chiang et al. (2013) predict
the comoving effective sizes of clusters of mass
M200 ≈ 1014M to be ≈ 2 − 5 Mpc. Their to-
tal mass extends beyond this spatial scale, based
on the cosmological N–body simulation from the
Millennium Run (Springel et al. 2005) and semi-
analytic galaxy catalogs from Guo et al. (2011).
Within the GOODS–CDFS area covered by the
Guo et al. (2013) photometric redshift catalog, we
searched for overdensities in photometric redshift
ranges around the two overdensities and found
several groups. Without extensive spectroscopic
follow–up we cannot conclude that these groups
are at the same spectroscopic redshift as our newly
discovered structures. It would be interesting to
follow them up spectroscopically and understand
if our two overdensities are part of a larger struc-
ture at the same redshift.
We estimate that at most ≈ 50% of the proto–
cluster members are ETGs, against the 80% ob-
served in clusters of galaxies at z ≈ 1 − 1.5 (e.g.,
Postman et al. 2005; Mei et al. 2009; Mei et
al. 2012). About 50% of the structure members
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Table 3: Comparison of HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 properties with those of already
known clusters, proto–clusters and groups at z = 1.6− 2
Name Identification z Overdensity σdisp Mass X–ray Lum./Detection Reference
(km/s) (1014 ×M) (1043 erg s−1)
CL J033211.67-274633.8 Group 1.61 ∼ 5σ ... M (a)200 = 0.32± 0.08 1.8± 0.6 Tanaka et al.
IRC-0218A/XMM-LSS J02182-05102 Proto–cluster 1.62 > 20σ 860± 490 M (b)200 ∼ 0.1− 0.4 > 4σ Detection Papovich et al. 2010; 2012
SpARCS J022427-032354 Cluster 1.63 ... ... ... Detection Muzzin et al. (2013)
IDCS J1426+3508 Cluster 1.75 ... ... M
(a)
200 ∼ 5.6± 1.6 55± 12 Stanford et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2012
JKCS 041 Cluster 1.80 ... ... M
(c)
200 ∼ 2 76± 5 Newman et al. 2013; Andreon et al. 2013
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 Proto–cluster 1.84 ∼ 20σ 730± 260 M (b)200 = 2.2± 1.8 < 1− 6 This work
IDCS J1433.2+3306 Cluster 1.89 ... ... M200 ∼ 1 ... Zeimann et al. 2012
HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 Group 1.90 ∼ 4− 7σ ... ... ... This work
CL J1449+085 Cluster 1.99 > 20σ ... M
(a)
200 = 0.53± 0.09 6.4± 1.8 Gobat et al. 2013
Note. All estimates are given as they are from the references. For the overdensities, σ is estimated with respect to
the background, as given by the references. X–ray fluxes and mass estimates have not been homogenized. (a) and
(b) indicate mass estimates derived from the X–ray flux and the velocity dispersion, respectively. (c) indicates that
the mass estimate is derived from the X–ray flux and cluster richness.
show possible interactions or disturbed morpholo-
gies (asymmetries, faint substructures, and tails),
which are possible signatures of merger remnants
or disk instability. This suggests mergers and pos-
sibly disk instabilities as the primary and ongo-
ing mechanisms of assembly in at least half of the
galaxies in dense environments at these redshifts.
For galaxy clusters and proto–clusters at z =
1.6− 1.9, the ETG fractions can be quite different
in different objects, going from 50% (Gobat 2013;
Zeimann et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013) to 80%
(Papovich et al. 2012). The lower end of these es-
timated fractions and our results are close to the
fractions of ETGs with mass of M > 1010M ob-
tained from Mortlock et al. (2013) in the CAN-
DELS Ultra–Deep Survey (UDS). This suggests
the existence of significant overdensities that have
similar ETG fractions as the field. It is also inter-
esting that Mortlock et al. found that z ∼ 1.85 is a
redshift of transition between an epoch in which ir-
regular galaxy fractions dominate over disk galaxy
fractions to an epoch in which the trend is inverted
to the type fractions observed in the local Uni-
verse.
Using multi–wavelength photometry from Guo
et al. (2013), we study the two structures’ galaxy
colors, and find that their red sequence is not yet
in place. All the confirmed ETG members, but
two, show emission lines that indicate recent star
formation activity. Only one ETG shows colors
consistent with those characteristic of an old stel-
lar population at these redshifts, e.g., all the oth-
ers have active stellar populations. This is consis-
tent with the fact that most of the ETGs in the two
structures are star–forming and will be quenched
only at a later time.
From both of the two structures’ ETG frac-
tions and their colors, new ETGs would need to be
formed (e.g., by transformations of LTGs by envi-
ronmental effects; e.g., Boselli & Gavazzi 2006) or
accreted, to obtain the higher ETG fractions ob-
served at lower redshifts. The progenitors of some
of these newly transformed ETGs could have been
observed as a passive bulge–dominated LTG pop-
ulation in clusters and dense regions at z = 1−1.3
(Bundy et al. 2010; Mei et al. 2006ab, 2012;
George et al. 2013).
Current red sequence galaxies are predicted to
form the bulk of their stars at an average forma-
tion redshift of zf = 2−3 from both the interpreta-
tion of their scaling relations and age and metal-
licity measurements (e.g., Thomas et al. 2005),
and semianalytic models based on the Millennium
simulation (e.g., De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Barro
et al. 2013b; Shankar et al. 2013). This implies
that part of their progenitors at z ≈ 2 are star–
forming galaxies. Combined deep high resolution
space imaging and grism spectroscopy permitted
us to spectroscopically confirm star–forming blue
ETG progenitors. At least part of the red sequence
ETGs are already ETGs and are compact before
quenching their star formation. Our results are
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consistent with recent observations in the HUDF
and modeling by Barro et al. (2013a,b) that
demonstrated how compact star–forming galaxies
(all morphology selected) appear to be progres-
sively quenched from z = 2 − 3 to z = 1 − 2. In
this work, we spectroscopically confirm for the first
time the presence of star–forming blue compact
ETGs in significant galaxy overdensities, e.g. in a
proto–cluster. Since star–forming ETGs are rare
both in clusters and the field up to z ≈ 1.5 (e.g.,
Mei et al. 2009; Huertas–Company et al. 2010;
Brodwin et al. 2013; Barro et al. 2013ab, and ref-
erences therein), the star–forming ETGs are most
probably (at least part of) the progenitors of pas-
sive ETGs in galaxy clusters at z ∼ 1− 1.5.
We compare the masses and the sizes of the
structures’ star–forming blue ETGs with those of
passive ETGs in dense regions and galaxy clus-
ters at z = 1 − 2, and find that they lie on the
same mass–size relation. Interestingly, quiescent
ETGs in galaxy clusters at z = 1.8 = 2 show
a similar behavior as our structurer’s blue star–
forming ETGs, and the mass-normalized B–band
rest-frame size, γ, does not significantly evolve
in the redshift range 0.7 < z < 2, contrary to
field ETGs (Damjanov et al. 2011; Cimatti et al.
2012; Newman et al. 2013). This implies that,
if these objects are the progenitors of quiescent
ETGs in clusters at z = 1 − 1.5, their mass–size
relation did not evolve significantly even if their
star–formation was quenched; galaxies could in-
crease their mass, simultaneously increasing their
size according to this relation.
The diversity of these structures shows how
overdensities at z > 1.5 have less homogeneous
galaxy populations than those at z < 1.5. Large
studies of clusters and proto–clusters at these
higher redshift have to quantify how detection
techniques impact their sample selection function,
to obtain good statistics of their galaxy popula-
tion.
7. SUMMARY
We found star–forming blue ETGs in two newly
discovered galaxy overdensities at z = 1.84 and
z = 1.9 in the HUDF. We summarize our main
results here:
• We discovered two galaxy overdensities in
the HUDF. The first is identified as a
galaxy proto–cluster at z = 1.84 ± 0.01,
HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6, and includes 18 spec-
troscopic members, for a galaxy overden-
sity of ∼ 20σ. The second is a galaxy
group at z = 1.90 ± 0.01, HUDFJ0332.5-
2747.3, with seven spectroscopic members,
and a galaxy overdensity of ∼ 4 − 7σ. Un-
der the hypothesis of viralization, from its
velocity dispersion, we obtain a mass esti-
mate for HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 of M200 =
(2.2 ± 1.8) × 1014M, consistent with the
lack of extended X–ray emission.
• The two structures have not yet formed a
red sequence. For the first time, we con-
firm a significant presence of star–forming
blue ETGs in dense environments at z ∼
1.8− 1.9. We classified eight and five ETGs
in HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 and HUDFJ0332.5-
2747.3, respectively, of which five have
J125 < 24.5 mag. The ETG fraction in
both structures is at most ∼ 50%, similar to
fractions obtained in some galaxy clusters
(Gobat 2013; Zeimann et al. 2012; Muzzin
et al. 2013) and close to those obtained in
the field at these redshifts (Mortlock et al.
2013). These are lower fractions than what
is observed in some other galaxy clusters
at similar redshifts (Papovich et al. 2012)
and in galaxy clusters at z < 1.5 (80%; e.g.,
Postman et al. 2005; Desai et al. 2007;
Mei et al. 2009; Mei et al. 2012). This
suggests that large overdensities at z > 1.5
have more diverse galaxy populations than
those at z < 1.5, and that it is essential to
quantify how detection techniques impact
our cluster/proto–cluster selection function.
• About 50% of the structure members show
possible interactions or disturbed morpholo-
gies, with asymmetries, faint substructures,
and tails, all possible signatures of merger
remnants or disk instabilities. This suggests
mergers and possibly disk instabilities as the
primary and ongoing mechanisms of assem-
bly in at least half of the galaxies in dense
environments at these redshifts.
• The star–forming blue ETG have masses of
8.9 . log10( MM ) . 10.8, and their mass–size
relation lies on the same mass–size relation
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observed for quiescent ETGs in clusters and
dense regions at z = 0.7−2 (Lani et al. 2013;
Newman et al. 2013; Strazzullo et al. 2013;
Delaye et al. 2014). Interestingly, quiescent
ETG sizes in clusters also do not evolve sig-
nificantly in this redshift range, which cov-
ers ∼ 4 Gyr in time. This suggest that at
these epochs, cluster ETGs do not signif-
icantly change their median/average sizes,
and evolve according to a mass–size relation
similar to the one at z ∼ 1.
• Both of the two structures’ ETG fractions
and their colors suggest that these star–
forming blue ETGs are the most likely pro-
genitors of at least part of the passive ETGs
observed in clusters at z < 1. Their masses
are ∼ 3 − 5 times lower than the most
massive ETGs in these lower redshift clus-
ters. More (massive) ETGs have to be
formed/accreted and then quenched, to ob-
tain the ETG fractions, colors, and masses
observed in clusters at z < 1.
Small samples can hardly be representative of
the larger populations, but as with other studies
at these high redshifts, we discover new objects
often one by one, and we are consistently build-
ing larger samples that will improve our under-
standing of cluster formation and evolution. The
CANDELS and 3D-HST Treasury programs have
opened a new path for proto–cluster detection in
this redshift range.
Surveys of this kind point to the capabilities of
future space missions, such as Euclid (Laureijs et
al. 2011) and WFIRST (Thompson et al. 2013).
Those missions have the potential to discover a
large population of young clusters at all redshifts,
and especially at these very early epochs of cluster
formation and assembly.
This work is based on observations taken by the
CANDELS Multi-Cycle Treasury Program and
the 3D-HST Treasury Program (GO 12177 and
12328) with the NASA/ESA HST, which is op-
erated by the Association of Universities for Re-
search in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract
NAS5-26555. This work is based in part on ob-
servations made with the Spitzer Space Telescope,
which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology under a
contract with NASA. S.M. acknowledges financial
support from the Institut Universitaire de France
(IUF), of which she is senior member. We thank
the referee for her/his very useful comments that
improved the paper.
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A. Appendix
In this appendix, we show detections and dropouts from the UVUDF survey (Tepliz et al. 2013). Most of
the selected galaxies are F225W dropouts, e.g., are not detected in WFC3 F225W (the top left panel), but
are detected in WFC3 F336W (the top right panel). The two exceptions are: UDF 1909 and UDF 1898,
which are not detected in F336W , but are detected in ACS F435W , and are most probably at higher redshift
galaxies or have too low surface brightness to be unambiguously identified as z = 1.8− 1.9 galaxies.
30
Fig. 11.— HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 candidates. For each candidate, starting from the top left, we show clockwise
WFC3 F225W , F275W and F336W from UVUDF, ACS F435W , I814 and WFC3 J125 images. Galaxies
are identified by their 3D-HST ID. The size of each image is 5′′. All candidates are F275W dropouts.
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Fig. 12.— HUDFJ0332.4-2746.6 candidates. For each candidate, starting from the top left, we show
clockwise WFC3 F225W , F275W and F336W from UVUDF, ACS F435W , I814 and WFC3 J125 images.
Galaxies are identified by their 3D-HST ID. The size of each image is 5′′. All candidates are F275W dropouts.
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Fig. 13.— HUDFJ0332.5-2747.3 candidates. For each candidate, starting from the top left, we show clockwise
WFC3 F225W , F275W and F336W from UVUDF, ACS F435W , I814 and WFC3 J125 images. Galaxies are
identified by their 3D-HST ID. The size of each image is 5′′. All candidates are F275W dropouts, except for
UDF 1909 and UDF 1898. Those two galaxies are not detected in F336W, but are detected in ACS F435W,
e.g. they are F435W dropouts. They are excluded from our analysis because they are most probably higher
redshift galaxies or have too low surface brightness to be unambiguously identified as z = 1.8− 1.9 galaxies.
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